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About This Game

Classical Minesweeper gameplay in all new 3D way!

Have you played Windows’ legendary Minesweeper game for more hours than you can remember?
Do you enjoy solving logic puzzles that put your wits to the test?

Are you searching for an amazing and addictive game in the classic sapper tradition – but with an imaginative new twist?
Then you’ll LOVE Crazy Sapper 3D!

The best game mechanics features from Minesweeper combined with a hero in 3D and new goal. A lot of obstacles in the level
and bonuses to avoid it, Sapper need to go through mine field and reach Finish line, its not necessary to open all fields, but its

not gonna be easy though.

Special Features
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A campaign mode with 30 levels

4 difficulty levels: from Easy to Professional

Puzzle modes: survival (Endless level) and random level ( always new)

Stunning 3-D visuals and sound effects

Achievements and Leaderboard functionality

5 different skins for virtual money

In-game shop with bonuses for virtual money

Trading cards with emoticons and backgrounds

No in-game purchases!

About Crazy Sapper 3D
A mad retired general named Boris has hidden a devastating acid vaccine on a secret base, and surrounded it with dozens of

deadly minefields far out of the reach of any government or army.
There’s only one man standing in the way of Boris’ dream of creating a super-bomb and enslaving the entire world: a crazy

sapper named Max!
You’ll need to use your wits and solve a variety brain-bending logic puzzles to help Max avoid threats and dangers, including:

swamps, gas clouds, aircrafting, machine gunners in bunkers, and of course, dozens of deadly hidden mines.

But don’t worry – you’ll have some help along the way, because you can have Max pick up grenades, med kits, helmets, body
armor and money to buy needed equipment.

You'll enjoy your play!
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Title: Crazy Sapper 3D
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Aratog LLC
Publisher:
Aratog LLC
Release Date: 26 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2 or Later

Processor: 1.2GHZ +

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB VRAM Intel HD 4000 / GeForce 200 Series / Radeon HD 4000 Series

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,Russian
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crazy sapper 3d

Very good, simple fast RTS-like for evening or two. (5.5h to get through campanies - not 100%). It's not a game, it's a piece of
modern art. Problem is, it is a boring experience, the "wisdom" it tries to convey a banality, the "warning" it contains so obvious
it's absurd. A complete waste of time.

The "wisdom": Stopping to interact with people in favor of gaming will isolate you ... what an amazing revelation. Not.

The "warning": Putting your life at the mercy of an untested technological system is a bad idea. In this game it might possibly be
something as breathtaking as an AI that is developing consciousness and autonomy, but Occam's Razor[en.wikipedia.org] says
the main character simply experienced a bug or a hack in a brand new piece of software.. Favorite soundtrack, favorite game.
Worth every cent!. Great Game!. A fun music game. This game proves that 3D platformers are alive and well with interesting
levels and music. However the kicking can be a bit delayed at times, though this does not afffect my overall experience with the
game. I hope that this game will continue to get better over time.
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not worth the 8$ slow moving. ---{Graphics}---
\u2610 Eyegasm
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Decent
\u2610 Meh
\u2610 Tiger Electronics LCD Quality

---{Gameplay}---
\u2610 Very good
\u2611 Good
\u2610 It\u2018s just gameplay
\u2610 Mehh
\u2610 Dear lord save me

---{Audio}---
\u2610 Eargasm
\u2610 Very good
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Not too bad
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Earrape

---{Audience}---
\u2610 Kids
\u2611 Teens
\u2611 Adults
\u2610 Human

---{PC Requirements}---
\u2610 Check if you can run paint
\u2610 Potato
\u2611 Decent
\u2610 Fast
\u2610 Ask NASA if they have a spare computer

---{Difficulity}---
\u2610 Just press 'A\u2018
\u2610 Easy
\u2611 Significant brain usage
\u2611 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Difficult
\u2610 Dark Souls

---{Grind}---
\u2610 Nothing to grind
\u2610 Only if u care about leaderboards\/ranks
\u2610 Isnt necessary to progress
\u2611 Average grind level
\u2610 Too much grind
\u2610 You\u2018ll need a second live for grinding

---{Game Time}---
\u2610 Long enough for checking on your Tamagotchi
\u2610 Short
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\u2610 Average
\u2610 Long
\u2611 To infinity and beyond

---{Price}---
\u2610 It\u2019s free!
\u2611 Worth the price
\u2610 If u have some spare money left
\u2610 Not recommended
\u2610 That's cash in the trash

---{Bugs}---
\u2610 What bugs?
\u2611 Minor bugs
\u2610 Can get annoying
\u2610 ARK: Survival Evolved
\u2610 Sonic '06. At first i was like, this looks like another crap FPS but once you get playing it, if the graphics dont drw you in
the intence gameplay will. (only on hard) simple but yet fun game.. Fantastic DLC, dare I say the best added yet. Interesting mix
of new units that explores a period of history seldom seen in games, and you can tell the devs took time to develop the factions
with unique looks\/units. And of course...Egyptians! 10\/10 Highly recommend!. This game is unbearably broken. Just, just
don't get it. I like the art style and it looks fun but there is basically no explanation of controls. So you sit down and slide your
entire hand down your keyboard to try and find the right button to do the right thing, and then you have to click each button to
narrow it down to the correct button. And this isn't game breaking but you can literally pause the title screen. Wa- what?! I got
into the game FINALLY and then my character just wasn't moving at all. I tried every single button on my keyboard. Just don't
get this game, it's not much money but don't waste your time. And it doesn't seem to have full controller support. This is the first
negative review I've written and I've got to admit, I kinda feel bad but this is just outrageous.

And the developer has Disposable Heroes 2 on steam greenlight so hopefully the next game is much better and I can give it a
positive review.. You can't run this game in a 4K resolution (3840 X 2160 or 4096 X 2160)! This game is great, but there is no
excuse for not supporting a resolution over 720P!. Game is fine,but the lack of save point or quick save ruin my interests on this
game. I am good stealth player and I enjoy playing stealth game. But when I play this game, I always get into a situation dat I
made a small mistake and to make a perfect stealth, I have to go through the mission again from the very starting point. This is
just annoying and boring. Because of this I cant recommand this game..  Super Mega Neo Pug ... 
... has a great Soundtrack and a fluent Gameplay. Its absolutely worth your 60cent and it IS better than all these other free-to-pla-
mobile-games (Take-my-Money-Prinzip). Maybee we will see a Super Mega Galactic Power Super Deluxe Pug later this
Month^^. Utterly cancerous. I love it.
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